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items available. Discussion in ' LR3 ' started by rkhan5 , Jan 12, Log in or Sign up. Land Rover
and Range Rover Forums. This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site, you are
agreeing to our use of cookies. Learn More. Jan 12, at AM 1. Posts: 3 Likes Received: 0 Joined:
Jan 12, I have chosen The pioneer for my radio: Amazon. Do you guys have any advice for me
before i have them pry my beloved apart? Thank you in advance! Jan 13, at PM 2. No advice but
some pics of the finished product would be nice. Jan 27, at PM 3. Posts: Likes Received: 28
Joined: Jan 1, Pulling out the oem radio may break your oem Bluetooth phone capabilites if that
is a concern. Feb 12, at AM 4. Posts: 6 Likes Received: 0 Joined: May 8, Feb 13, at AM 5. Feb 13,
at AM 6. Posts: 39 Likes Received: 0 Joined: Jun 8, Not trying to thread jack, but is there any
way to play music from a phone via Bluetooth? I've got a , and this is the one thing I miss most.
Will any after market systems do that? I guess I don't really understand how Bluetooth works.
Feb 13, at PM 7. Feb 14, at AM 8. Feb 14, at PM 9. You will run into an age old problem of the aux
volume level being lower than other sources. Dec 18, at PM Posts: Likes Received: 94 Joined:
Nov 26, View attachment I'm about 2 months into my installation and couldn't be happier.
Actually if I had a bigger display I would be happier There's a link above in this thread for the
face plate, I had found one for a Freelander that worked fine, the color is a bit off but whatever. I
made fiber optic bypass tubes by taking a bic pen and cutting about 2" pieces and sticking the
fiber optic cables orange in each end and taping them. I actually removed the factory head unit
and the Harmon Kardon amp and of course those were the two units I looped the fiber optical
cable for. I mounted a piece of plywood in the place of the amp and mounted a Pioneer GM-D
amp to it using the factory amp power source. Bluetooth or the factory phone were not working
when I bought my truck so no loss there. I also added the Sirius module which connects to the
Pioneer, routed the antenna to the back through the headliner and out the back to the middle of
the roof. The antenna for the navigation I routed around the molding at the top of the
passengers door and through the channel above the windshield to the center of the front of the
roof. All wiring for the system was done according to the Pioneer manual from the head to the

amp and included the Axxess for the steering wheel controls. The speakers I used the factor
wiring diagram and drew out the 8 speaker connections in the Pioneer amp and matched each
factory wire with the Pioneer so I had two banks of 4, front and rear. I think that covers the
wiring, basically removing the head unit and amp had no effect on any systems that I can tell, all
my terrain response systems, air system, mpg, trip, range, etc. My navigation works great, the
sirius works great, I added a Landrover logo splash screen so when it starts the green oval
shows up like it's a factory system. My installation of the face plate sucks but i have satellite
and navigation and the truck has k miles on it so it's not a cherry by any means. All in all it took
about a week to do working a couple of hours each night. Ok, the bad: The front door and front
center speakers work great, the rear speakers are really faint. I read a post on the Touareg
forum that the impedance is wrong for the rear speakers and you have to put some kind of
adapter between the amp and rear speakers. I'm trying to figure that out and would appreciate
any ideas. Also the steering wheel controls volume works Otherwise as I said, it's an awesome
setup. Last edited: Dec 18, You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content.
Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No,
create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? He talked to several
shops, but none were able to provide a solution to add CarPlay. Our sales team had a look at
the SUV, then showed him how we could integrate the Pioneer AVHNEX and a new amplifier into
his dashboard to give him the features and performance he wanted. After experimenting with
the Pioneer radio on our display, he approved our plan and scheduled an appointment. The LR3
is a luxurious and comfortable vehicle. The client wanted to add Apple CarPlay instead of
purchasing a new vehicle. The Apple CarPlay smartphone integration system in the Pioneer
AVHNEX provides the ability to listen to incoming text messages and dictate a response, make
a phone call or listen to music by talking to the radio. Turn-by-turn navigation directions with
real-time traffic flow information is also part of the CarPlay system using Apple Maps. The client
can also choose from all the music stored on his phone by requesting it. Or he can listen to a
streaming audio service like Apple Music or Spotify just by simply talking to the radio. We
located a USB port for the new radio at the bottom of the center console to make it easy for the
client to plug in his iPhone. The coffee cup holder in the center console serves as a perfect
resting place for his phone while charging. A few days before the scheduled appointment, the
client called to ask about adding a backup camera to the vehicle. This would help make parking
and maneuvering easier and safer. We told him we could add a Rydeen camera to the vehicle
and integrate it to the new Pioneer receiver. We mounted a Rydeen Duo stud-mount camera just
to the right of the license plate light. The camera includes an angled bracket that provides a
clear field of vision for everything behind the vehicle. After connecting the reverse light wiring
and running the signal cable up to the radio, we tested the camera to make sure the image
appears as soon as the transmission is put into reverse. After talking with the client about how
he used his vehicle, we chose an Audison prima 8. The 8. After mounting the amplifier to a
bracket under the seat of the Land Rover, we set to work tuning the system. The goal was to
provide balanced output from each speaker in the system so the listening experience would be
natural and realistic. After a day and a half of work, our team finished the upgrade. The client
returned to Certified so we could show him how to use the new Pioneer source unit. We paired
his phone to the radio and demonstrated how several different CarPlay features worked. Once
our training was complete, the client sat back for a listen to the new sound system. He noted
that not only was he happy to have CarPlay, but the system sounds much better than the
factory stereo. If you are in the Abbotsford, Chilliwack or Maple Ridge area and are looking for a
way to upgrade the features and performance of your Land Rover LR3 Audio system, drop by
one of our three Certified Autosound and Security locations and speak with a member of our
sales team. For more information, give our store nearest to you a call. Alternatively, you can
send us an e-mail using the contact page on our website. HI, I have a LR3 and I am looking for a
touch display with shallow installation depth to install into the cubby hole above the radio
console. I would then connect this radio tot the Aux input of the existing radio. Or for a suitable
replacement that will work with the existing amp or provide better sound than the existing amp.
To get you a proper quote and to make sure we get everything right, it would be best to stop
into one of our location, everything is application dependant, and we would hate to steer you
wrong. I would love to upgrade my system. Julio send us an email to info certifiedautosound.
Thank you for the inquiry. Is there a similar Pioneer model that is capable of Android Auto? Can
the Pioneer unit be paired with the existing Harmon Kardon aplifier? Good Morning John,
thanks for the inquiry, Depending on the trim level and model of your Landrover this may be
possible, Please send us an email to info certifiedautosound. Good Morning Zachary, Please
send us your contact info to info certifiedautosound. Depending on your trim of LR3 this is not
really a DIY install, but we would be happy to assist how we can. Was there any fitment issues

into the radio cavity? Newbery thanks for asking, there is some minor trimming required, but if
you are using crutchfield or amazon it will not list compatability due to the other parts and
interfaces required I would highly suggest going to a local audio professional and getting their
expert opinion as this is not an install for an in experienced tech to do. This is likely doable
using a few interfaces. I suggest talking to a few independent mobile electronics retailers in
your area to see what the cost and feasibility of this request is. Hi Russell, We do not have any
affiliated stores out in Toronto. We do know of a great dealer and installation technician in
Sarnia, but that is quite the trek from Toronto. Perhaps they may be able to point you in the right
direct. Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this
browser for the next time I comment. Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of
new posts by email. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is
processed. Pioneer Multimedia Receiver Integration Our expert technicians did a great job
integrating the new radio into this LR3. Apple CarPlay gives the client voice cont
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rol of his smartphone apps. Turn-by-turn directions via Apple maps are audible through the
audio system. The multi-channel amplifier provides the power for the entire system. The
amplifier includes an onboard DSP to allow for complete control of the audio signal. Thanks to
its compact size, the Audison amp fit perfectly under the seat. Share this: Twitter Facebook.
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